Surface potentials from the region of the atrioventricular node and their relation to dual pathway electrophysiology.
Clinical applications of the principles of dual atrioventricular nodal (AVN) electrophysiology in the treatment of AVN reentrant tachycardias rely on empirical findings, such as discontinued conduction curves or the presence of specific catheter-recorded signals. However, neither the shape of the conduction curve nor the surface electrograms have been validated as functionally related to the presence of slow or fast wavefronts. We performed in vitro studies using 10 rabbit atrial-AVN preparations. A bipolar roving electrode was used to explore the endocardial surface of the triangle of Koch during programmed electrical stimulation. Microelectrodes were impaled in AVN cells to correlate surface and intracellular responses. In 7 preparations, a specific area near the compact cell region produced surface electrograms that were dissociated in 2 distinct components, with progressive shortening of prematurity. Similar dissociation was demonstrated during Wenckebach periodicity and increased vagal tone. Cellular recordings supported the presence of early ("fast") and late ("slow") wavefronts, with different refractory properties. Although the fast-slow transition was a basis for discontinued propagation, the AVN conduction curves were smooth in the majority of cases. Exploration of the triangle of Koch during programmed pacing reveals the presence of dual-wavefront surface potentials. Clinical confirmation of these AVN potentials could provide a new, sensitive tool in defining dual AVN electrophysiology.